TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS
N. 2 Sec. 35 Cor. T 2 S R 10 W
HISTORICAL: GLO R 18 24/10 + 1873
Book PAGE MAPS A-3075
4 51 B-74 B-736
2 188 A-681 B-319
2 127 B-131
4 24 B-380

CONDITION FOUND 3/4 I.P. PLUG & TACK BK 4 PG 51
GOOD 6" HEMLOCK FOR CORNER GLO R 18
NOT FOUND 4" HEMLOCK N 70° W 51' N
2 SEE MAP B-736 30" HEMLOCK 54°30' W 44'
4" HEMLOCK GLO R 18
2 SEE MAP B-736 22" HEMLOCK 54°30' E 81.3'
26" HEMLOCK BK 4 PG 51
NOT FOUND 7" HEMLOCK 54°0' E 40'

COMMENTS: F.D. 30" HEMLOCK STEM 570°W 44' FACE CHOPPED OPEN
POSSIBLY SAME AS ABOVE TREE WITH 44' DISTANCE

REWITNESS
OF F.D. 3/4" IRON PIPE

1 SET 2" IRON PIPE WITH 3" BRASS CAP IN 10" TIRE & CEMENT @ POSITION
3" X 3" (60" Post NLY 2 1/2 FEET
X 6'-2" 60" Hat Section NORTH 12 FEET

NEW ACCESSORY:
6'-2" 60" FIR STUMP S 81° E 17 1/2'
F.D. T.P. LEANING, CEMENT BROKEN 6'-2"
STRAIGHTENED & RE CEMENTED

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED 150' EAST
OF A LOGGING ROAD ON THE WEST SLOPE OF A HILLSIDE.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: GALE ARTHUR DAN PENNITT

DATE: 12-28-78 PHOTO#:
* = County corner tag affixed.